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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to assess the effect of advertisement choice on individuals’
subsequent attention towards the advertisement. Participants in this study decided which type of
advertisement to watch or they were not given a choice. Results of the study showed that
advertisement choice significantly influenced female participants’ subsequent attention towards
the advertisement but not males’. This effect suggests that this marketing technique should be
used in specific situations to target women predominately. These include marketing products
predominately or universally used by females or during shows which are viewed by a large
number of females.
Keywords: advertisement choice; sex differences; attention; selective exposure.
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1. Introduction
Advertisers in various fields have mostly used existing methods from other mediums
when trying to persuade some audience through the web. Like other media (e.g. television),
internet advertising usually involves exposing an audience to a generic advertisement which may
or may not draw any interest. This method of advertisement exposure does not take a
personalized approach. With the increase use of the internet over the years, however, advertisers
are using more personalized methods to persuade individuals. One example includes using
previously seen websites as a basis for banner advertisement exposure. While these new
techniques do improve the personalization of internet advertising, they still use some amount of
guesswork to draw interest. It is only recently that certain websites (e.g. hulu.com) have allowed
web users themselves to choose which advertisements to be exposed to. While this new
methodology is a progression toward advertisement personalization, its influence on persuasion
effects has not been examined.
When looking at traditional persuasion effects, Hovland, Janis, and Kelley [24] through
their message-learning approach suggest that individuals go through four processes before
persuasion takes place [33]. These processes in temporal order include attention,
comprehension, yielding, and retention. Based on McGuire’s [26] model, the attention,
comprehension, and retention processes all influence the reception of any particular message
while yielding is its own factor. When describing this model, McGuire states that the persuasion
literature at his time was too focused on the yielding process itself compared to the other
processes (e.g. attention) leading to attitude change. This critique seems to hold even to this day
as the majority of research in the persuasion literature seems to focus on the effect of various
factors such as message relevance [30,31,34], message strength/persuasiveness [19,23,34,35],
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and need for cognition [6,7,36,43] have on persuasion (i.e. yielding) itself. However, this focus
on the yielding process specifically does not mean that the attention process itself (and its
relation to other processes) has been completely ignored.
Goodrich [21] examined how the location of a web banner advertisement, the type of
banner advertisement, and the type of web page affected individuals’ attention of the
advertisement itself. Goodrich found that attention towards the advertisement was higher for
pictorial banner advertisements than text based advertisements. Goodrich also found an
interaction between advertisement location and the type of web page on attention where attention
was higher on the right side of the web page than the left when the web page was image oriented.
When linking the attention process to other persuasion constructs, Goodrich found that increased
attention was positively related to aided recall of the advertisement and purchase intention.
Similar relationships were found in in Chattopadhyay and Nedungadi [9]. In their examination
of the persuasion process, Chattopadhyay and Nedungadi manipulated the likeability of the
advertisement, the time of the attitude’s measurement, and the amount of attention paid to the
advertisement itself. Chattopadhyay and Nedungadi found that attitude towards the
advertisement was affected by an interaction between amount of attention and time of attitude
measurement. Specifically, the authors found attitudes to be higher with high amounts of
attention when the attitude was measured immediately. When there was a week delay in
measurement, however, attitudes were higher when there were low amounts of attention paid to
the advertisement. Additionally, Chattopadhyay and Nedungadi found that higher amounts of
attention led to higher amounts of brand cognitions but not cognitions toward the advertisement
itself. In sum these studies seem to show that higher amounts of attention towards an
advertisement can result in increases in other persuasion related outcomes as well. However,
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research on selective exposure suggests that individuals select and attend to specific bits of
information which makes the attention-persuasion link more complex.
According to the notion of selective exposure, individuals typically choose to be exposed
to information that is congruent with their existing opinions and/or attitudes when they are given
the ability to choose what they are exposed to. This phenomenon is labeled confirmation bias
[25] or congeniality bias [14,15]. The standard explanation for this phenomenon comes from
Festinger’s [17] theory of cognitive dissonance. Using this theory, many researchers believe that
individuals selectively attend to information in order to protect and maintain their existing
attitudes by avoiding information perceived to threaten those existing attitudes [22]. The
selection of information that is consistent with a person’s displayed behavior is more pronounced
when the behavior is freely chosen than when it is forced on the individual [11,20].
Advertisement choice gives individuals the opportunity to selectively attend to a type of
advertisement that they find more desirable, so it seems reasonable that one’s attention would be
influenced by this opportunity. The effect of advertisement choice should most directly
influence the attentional process. Specifically, this study asks whether individuals who choose to
watch an advertisement attend to the advertisement more than individuals who are not offered
that choice.
Brehm [4] found that making a choice leads to more positive outcomes compared to when
no choice is allowed. Individuals who were given a choice of products subsequently had more
positive evaluations of the chosen product than individuals who were given a product without
being given a choice. From an advertising standpoint, one way for an individual to show a more
positive outcome is to pay more attention to the advertisement itself. Therefore, based upon
Brehm’s results, making a choice concerning which advertisement to be exposed to should
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increase one’s subsequent attention towards it. In a related examination of choice, Freedman and
Steinbruner [18] examined how perceived freedom (i.e. choice) over one’s evaluation on some
target affected participants’ attitudes. Freedman and Steinbrunner found no significant
difference in initial evaluation between the choice and no choice condition, however, attitude
resistance to counterattitudinal information was significantly greater in the choice condition than
the no choice condition. Although one might think that this study implies that choice of
advertisement content will not affect individuals’ subsequent attention, it should be noted that
choice for Freedman and Steinbrunner concerned the evaluation of the target itself rather than
choice of exposure. Thus despite the findings of Freedman and Steinbrunner, the possibility still
remains that choice of advertisement content itself could influence individuals’ attention towards
the advertisement specifically.
Since these initial choice studies, more contemporary research in both advertising and
non-advertising contexts has found personal choice to affect other attitudinal outcomes. In a test
of perceived choice within an advertising context, Schlosser and Shavitt [37] manipulated
whether or not participants would choose selective (i.e. different) information about a product
after being exposed to the product on the company’s website. Schlosser and Shavitt found that
participants had significantly higher attitudes about the product when given a choice compared to
no choice and that this effect was mediated by participants’ positive attitudes about the product’s
company when given the choice. Additionally, Schlosser and Shavitt found greater attitude
resistance to counterattitudinal information when participants chose specific product information
compared to having no choice. However, Schlosser and Shavitt also found that such effects were
eliminated if participants perceived choice to be a persuasion tactic by the company specifically.
In interpreting their findings, Schlosser and Shavitt conclude, “the results of experiment 3
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suggest that calling attention to something as simple as choosing which message to receive can
have positive effects on company and product judgments” (pg. 298). When generalizing these
findings, however, two questions need to be raised. First, do these results generalize when the
choice options concern different products rather than different qualities or aspects of the same
product? Second, do these results generalize when the choice cannot be attributed to the
company itself? In recent internet marketing contexts, the choice over advertisements is
provided not by the products’ respective companies but by the company providing the
entertainment itself (e.g. hulu.com or youtube.com). Thus an unexplored question is whether or
not individuals will be influenced by choosing an advertisement from different product options
from a third party (i.e. company) provider. The purpose of this study is to address this specific
question.
However, contrary to the notion that choice would increase cognitive and attitudinal
outcomes, some research shows the opposite pattern [10]. Cho, Lee, and Tharp [10] showed that
increasing the degree of forced exposure of banner advertisements actually increased
participants’ memory of the advertisement, the clickthrough rate of the advertisement, and
attitudes toward the advertisement itself. However, it should be noted that Cho et al.’s
manipulation concerned forced exposure to the advertisement itself (as opposed to voluntary
exposure) rather than the content of the advertisement (forced exposure to a particular
advertisement rather than a choice between advertisements). In Cho et al.’s study, participants
had different options concerning how much of the actual advertisement they watched. In most
experiments, exposure to advertisements is forced (as will be the case in this study).
When considering the possible effect of advertisement choice on viewers’ attention, one
variable that deserves exploration as a possible moderator is topic interest. The importance of
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this potential moderator stems from Ackerman and Gross’ [1] study concerning the impact of
choice on a hypothetical college marketing minor option. This study found that perceived desire
and satisfaction for the marketing option were both significantly higher when participants were
allowed to choose which classes to take within the marketing option compared to when those
classes were decided for them. The study also found perceived desire to be significantly higher
as the degree of choice increased when individuals were highly interested in the marketing
option initially. Additionally, the authors of this study make an interesting analogy between their
context and an consumer context by stating, “students’ desire for choice in curricular offerings
may be likened to consumer desire, which is a wish or yearning for particular products or
services” (pg. 70). This same comparison has been made from Schwartz [38] who also
suggested a high degree of overlap between choice within an educational context and choice
within a consumer context. When one applies these evaluations to an online advertising context,
two implications arise. The first implication, much like the implication from Schlosser and
Shavitt [37], is that the choice of advertisements should lead to an increase in the amount of
individual attention towards the advertisement itself. The second implication is that choice in
consumer and advertising contexts on criterion variables (e.g. attention) should have a larger
effect on individuals who are more interested in consumer and advertised products.
One example of a variable which reflects an individual difference in consumer and
advertisement context is participant sex. Literatures from various fields have noted sex
differences concerning attitudes and behavior in consumer and advertising contexts. Some
research for example showed that males find shopping itself as a more undesirable activity than
females [2,12]. Other research showed that males made quicker and more careless consumer
decisions while spending less time shopping than females [8,27]. Regarding sex differences in
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the advertising literature, multiple studies have found greater advertising effects, both affectively
and behaviorally, for women than men [3,28,29]. Additionally, Wolburg and Pokrywezynski
[42] found that females rated web advertisements significantly higher in informativeness than
males demonstrating that females value web advertisements more than males do. Given that
multiple studies have noted significant sex differences concerning various aspects of consumer
behavior, the tendency to be more influenced by an advertisement that is freely chosen over one
where there is no choice is expected to be moderated by the viewer sex.
The present study assesses what impact choice of advertisement content and viewer sex
have on individuals’ attention to the advertisement. To address this question, a group of men and
women were given a choice over which advertisement to watch and was compared to an
independent group of men and women that watched the same advertisement without being given
a choice of what to watch. Rather than varying the emphasis of the message concerning a
specific product, the choice options for this study pertained to different products. In addition,
this study could not be attributed to any particular company but a third party provider instead.
Based on the results of both classic and more contemporary research concerning both the effect
of choice and sex differences in consumer and advertising contexts, the following hypotheses
were made:
H1: Both male and female viewers will attend to the advertisement more when they are
given the choice of advertisement content than when they have no choice of
advertisement content.
H2: The effect of advertisement choice on attention towards the advertisement will be
significantly greater for female viewers than for male viewers.
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2. Method
2.1 Participants
One hundred fifty-eight students from a large Midwestern university participated in this
study. Eighty students (50.6%) were female. One hundred thirty-nine students (88.0%) were
self-identified Caucasians. Students’ average age was 19.16 years. All students were enrolled in
an introductory psychology class at the time of participation, and students were compensated
with credit for their participation.
2.2 Materials
In order to create a choice between different advertisement options, a pretest was
conducted where participants’ attitudes toward 28 different products were measured. A sample
of 57 separate students from the same university participated in the pretest. The products ranged
from a variety of consumer categories including various clothing, furniture, appliance, sporting
equipment, and electronic items. Specific examples of products include shoes, recliners,
microwaves, treadmills, and laptops. The purpose of the pretest was to find two specific
products. The first product was a highly favorable product so that its inclusion as a choice option
would be highly desirable. The second product was a slightly less favorable (but still favorable
overall) product than the first. The inclusion of this product then would make the advertisement
choice clear towards the first product but still somewhat difficult.
Three 9-point Likert items measured participants’ general attitude, purchasing interest,
and enjoyment of commercial watching for each product where higher values represent more
favorable ratings for each variable. General attitude was measured by asking for participants’
evaluation of each product using an extremely negative/extremely positive continuum.
Purchasing interest was measured by asking participants how interested they were in buying each
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item using a not interested/very interested continuum. Commercial enjoyment was measured by
asking participants to rate the degree to which they enjoy watching commercials for each product
using a low/high continuum. Results from the pretest showed that a MP3 player was rated
highest for general attitude [M = 7.61, SD = 1.67], purchase interest [M = 6.84, SD = 2.60], and
commercial enjoyment [M = 6.19, SD = 2.67]. Thus a MP3 player became the first choice option
in the main study. To avoid any potential problem comparing products from different product
categories, a slightly less favorable electronic product was used as the second choice option.
Results from the pretest showed that a digital camera fit the role of the second option with
consistent yet a slight decrease in general attitude [M =6.96, SD = 1.88], purchase interest [M =
6.18, SD = 2.87], and commercial enjoyment [M = 5.42, SD = 2.78] compared to digital cameras.
Thus the choice options for this study were a MP3 player and a digital camera.
Since a MP3 player was selected as the primary choice option, a MP3 advertisement was
selected as the target advertisement. This advertisement was a 53 second commercial for a Zune
MP3 player (a relatively unfamiliar product). The advertisement provides an overview of the
MP3 player itself and the various functions it can perform. From the perspective of the
Elaboration Likelihood Model [32], the advertisement relies on various central aspects (e.g.
message strength) rather than any peripheral aspects (e.g. attractive endorser). This
advertisement was embedded within two video clips whose purpose was to provide filler viewer
material. These clips included either a videotaped musical performance or a Saturday Night Live
skit. Two clips were used to increase generalizability of the materials in this study. This video
was shown to participants within a video player using a blank webpage as a backdrop.
Participants’ sex was measured through an open-ended demographic question requiring
participants to indicate their own sex. Attention towards the advertisement was measured using
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a 7-point Likert item. This item asked participants to rate the amount of attention they paid to
the advertisement itself using a none/a lot continuum with higher ratings representing larger
amounts of attention.
2.3 Procedure
After signing a writing consent form, participants were told that the purpose of the study
was to assess how individuals respond to watching television content in an online format.
Participants started the experiment by watching a video clip. This first clip contained either a
choir performance or part of a Saturday Night Live Celebrity Jeopardy skit. After watching the
first clip, rated the clip on a variety of dimensions (e.g. attitudes toward the video). Participants
then were either immediately exposed to the advertisement itself or they were given the choice of
advertisement type. Participants in the no choice condition were immediately exposed to the
MP3 advertisement after completing the measures for the first video clip. In contrast, those in
the advertisement choice condition were given the option to select an advertisement between two
types of products (a MP3 player and a digital camera). If participants chose the MP3
advertisement, then they immediately viewed the MP3 advertisement. As intended, the majority
of participants chose the MP3 advertisement. However, if participants chose the digital camera
advertisement, participants were informed that the camera advertisement was not available and
instead watched the MP3 advertisement. These participants were then excluded from the study’s
analysis because the inability to watch an advertisement they chose would influence their
attention toward the MP3 advertisement itself. After watching the advertisement, participants
reported the amount of attention they paid to the advertisement which constituted the dependent
variable. Participants then watched another clip of either a choir performance or another
Celebrity Jeopardy skit. Like the opening part of this study, participants were instructed to
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complete measures concerning this video clip after they finished watching it. After completing
these measures, participants indicated their sex in a demographic section of the survey. Finally,
participants were thanked and debriefed after these measures were completed.
3. Results
To analyze the effects of advertisement choice on participants’ attention, the authors
conducted a factorial ANOVA where advertisement choice and participant sex were the factors.
Self-reported attention towards the advertisement was the dependent variable. Before the
factorial ANOVA was conducted, the data was first checked for statistical normality [41]. Since
advertisement choice and participant sex were both nominal variables, statistical normality was
checked for each of the four factorial conditions (male-choice, male-no choice, female-choice,
and female-no choice). Statistical normality was checked by identifying the presence of missing
data, univariate outliers, and skewness of the attention Likert item. The presence of univariate
outliers was defined as any attention rating greater than |3.29| standard deviations away from the
factorial condition mean. Attention skewness was defined as any condition distribution with a
skewness statistic greater than |3.2| standard errors. There were no instances of missing data or
statistical violations in any of the four factorial conditions. Thus all 158 participants were used
in the factorial ANOVA.
Results from the ANOVA showed no main effect of advertisement choice on attention,
F(1, 154) = 1.12, p = .29, η2p = .007, indicating that amount of attention paid to the
advertisement for male and female viewers was not significantly different between the choice
and no choice conditions. Such a finding disconfirms the first hypothesis of this study. There
was also no main effect of participant sex, F(1, 154) = 0.13, p = .72, η2p = .001, on participants’
attention indicating similar amounts of attention towards the advertisement between male and
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female participants in both choice conditions. There was, however, a significant interaction
between advertisement choice and participant sex on self rated attention, F(1, 154) = 5.55, p =
.02, η2p = .035. An analysis of simple effects showed that advertisement choice did not have a
significant effect on male participants’ attention, F(1, 76) = 1.00, p = .32, η2p = .013, indicating
no difference in the amount attention paid towards the advertisement between the choice
conditions [no choice: M = 5.52, SD = 1.47: choice: M = 5.21, SD = 1.27] for males. In contrast,
advertisement choice did have a significant effect on female participants’ attention, F(1, 78) =
4.99, p = .03, η2p = .060, indicating significantly higher amounts of attention paid towards the
advertisement for the choice condition than no choice condition [no choice: M = 5.04, SD = 1.63:
choice M = 5.87, SD = 1.18] for females, showing support for the second hypothesis.
4. Discussion
The results of the study provide no support for the first hypothesis but support for the
second. Female viewers did attend to the advertisement more when given a choice over which
advertisement to be exposed to, however, male viewers showed no effect. The lack of an effect
of advertisement choice on males may not be that surprising the previously noted differences
between the sexes in various consumer and advertising literatures. It is possible that men
generally see advertisement choice as an unimportant process because the end result concerns an
advertisement (which relates to shopping) that they do not care to see. At worst, it is possible
that men may have reacted (by reducing their attention) against the advertisement to a small
degree if they perceived the choice of content as a prime to upcoming influence of the
advertisement itself [16]. This more intriguing possibility actually has some relevance to certain
advertising models such as Ducoffe’s [13] advertising value model.
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Ducoffe suggests that individuals determine an advertisement’s value through three
factors: entertainment, informativeness, and irritation. While increases in the first two factors
lead to higher advertisement value, the opposite is true for irritation. Sun, Lim, Jiang, Peng, and
Chen [40] showed that females typically place more weight on the entertainment value of an
advertisement while males typically place more weight on an advertisement’s information value.
With sex differences present for the entertainment and informativeness factors, one untested
question is whether there are sex differences for irritation. If so, one application of this study for
Ducoffe’s model is to assess whether or not advertisement choice affects the irritation dimension
differently for men and women. Such a difference would indicate a possible mechanism to
explain the effect of advertisement choice on individuals’ attention. However, this possibility of
course needs further examination.
The implications of this study suggest that advertisement choice as a means of providing
control of advertisement content to viewers should be limited to female individuals. The lack of
any choice manipulation on males suggests that providing an option will probably not have any
subsequent benefit for the advertiser. Females on the other hand seem much more receptive to
choice as an aspect of the advertisement experience, and thus this method should be used
selectively to reflect that difference. From the authors’ perspective, there are three main ways to
use this advertisement choice selectively. The first is to provide choice of advertisement content
on websites that females visit. Such websites can be visited predominately by females or they
can be visited by a large amount of individuals from both sexes. As long as the website is visited
by a large number of females, this advertising method should provide benefits for the female
viewers and advertisers. A second yet similar use of this method is to provide advertisement
choice for streamed web content that is watched predominately by females. For a website such
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as hulu.com, this technique would seem to be effective for shows/movies that are viewed
predominately by women. A third use of this method could be to provide advertisement choice
options that are themselves tailored more toward female viewers. Such examples would include
products that are used by a large number of women (regardless of whether products are
exclusively used by women or not). Since men do not seem to be affected by this technique, the
use of such options should not matter since they would likely avoid the advertisement regardless.
For females, however, giving such options would allow them to selectively choose advertisement
exposure and thus attend more to the selected item which is one goal advertisers seek.
Regardless of the way in which this methodology is used, the results of this study show that
female individuals will at least be more inclined to watch advertisement content when they are
allowed to choose which content to be exposed to. This in turn makes subsequent persuasion
more likely.
5. Conclusions
The differential effect of advertisement choice between males and females is an
interesting phenomenon that deserves more investigation. With the increase of consumer
interaction within the web advertising medium, further study of the effects of new approaches
like advertisement choice on consumers’ cognitive as well as attitudinal outcomes appears
warranted. Such investigation(s) can be obtained by using different measures of attention,
different dependent variables, and different moderating variables. Since this study utilized a
self-report measure of attention, one line of research could assess the external validity of these
findings to other measures of attention such as eye tracking measures. In addition, other
dependent variables related to the persuasion literature such as ad, product, and brand attitudes
can be included in subsequent work to investigate the potential effect of advertisement choice.
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Lastly, one other line of research can explore how different moderating variables such as other
individual difference or contextual factors can moderate the advertisement choice-attention
relationship. In the persuasion literature such individual difference variables can include need
for cognition [5] or self-monitoring [39] while such contextual factors can include the number of
choice options themselves. With a multitude of investigations possible, the study of
advertisement choice on various persuasion constructs appears to be a future line of research
which could not only progress persuasion theories, but it also has the possibility to benefit
advertisers and web users themselves in an applied manner.
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